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Abstract

A measurement of B meson lifetimes is presented using data collected from 1991
to 1993 by the DELPHI detector at the LEP collider. Samples of events with a

D meson and a lepton in the same jet are selected where D
0
`+ and D��`+ events

originate mainly from the semileptonic decays of B+ and B0 mesons, respec-
tively. From the reconstructed B decay length and the estimated B momentum,
taking into account the dilution due to B decays into D

��
`+�, the following B

meson lifetimes and lifetime ratio are measured:

� (B+) = 1:61+0:16�0:16 (stat:) � 0:12 (syst:) ps

� (B0) = 1:61+0:14�0:13 (stat:) � 0:08 (syst:) ps

� (B+)=� (B0) = 1:00+0:17�0:15 (stat:) � 0:10 (syst:)

and an average lifetime of B+ and B0 mesons is obtained:

� (B) = 1:61+0:08�0:07 (stat:)� 0:05 (syst:) ps

(To be submitted to Zeit. Phys. C)
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1 Introduction

According to the spectator model of b-hadron weak decays, all b-hadrons should
have the same lifetime [1]. QCD corrections based on an expansion in inverse powers of
the b quark mass predict non-spectator contributions to the inclusive B partial width to
be proportional to (fB=mB)

2 where fB is the B decay constant [2]. Due to mass e�ects,
the predicted lifetime ratios are thus close to unity y :

� (B+)=� (B0) = 1 + 0:05 � (fB=200 MeV)2; � (B0
s)=� (B

0) ' 1; � (�0
b)=� (B

0) � 0:9 ; (1)

and it is very unlikely that the lifetime of the charged B meson exceeds the lifetime of
the neutral B meson by more than 10%.

Despite the fact that the average b-hadron lifetime is now precisely measured
(� (B) = 1:537 � 0:021 ps [3]), the published measurements of individual B lifetimes
do not allow the relations in equation (1) to be tested to better than 7% accuracy [4].

In the charm quark sector, the observed lifetime ratios [3] di�er signi�cantly from
the naive spectator model prediction :

� (D+)=� (D0) = 2:55 � 0:04; � (D+
s )=� (D

0) = 1:13 � 0:04; � (�+
c )=� (D

0) = 0:48 � 0:03:

Weak annihilation and Pauli interference processes have to be introduced to explain these
di�erent lifetimes.

This paper presents an updated measurement of the B+ and B0 lifetimes using
events with a charmed meson and a lepton produced in B meson semileptonic decays. In

these events, the B+ meson decays semileptonically into D
0
`+�, D

�0
`+� or D

��0
`+� and

the B0 into D�`+�, D��`+� or D���`+� z. For the lifetime measurements in this paper,

the decay modes B+
! D

0
`+X and B0

! D��`+X are used. Because of D
��

decays

into a D
(�)0

or into a D(�)� in the �nal state, the B+ and B0 purities in the D
0
`+X and

D��`+X samples are diluted. This e�ect has to be taken into account in the extraction
of the lifetimes.

Data were selected from Z0 hadronic decays collected at LEP by the DELPHI
experiment in 1991-1993. Compared to a previous publication [5], the present paper
bene�ts from a larger statistics and reduced systematic uncertainties. Charmed mesons
were reconstructed if an identi�ed lepton was produced in the same jet by any of the
following decays :

� D
0
! K+�� or K+�����+;

� D��
! D

0
�� followed by D

0
! K+�� , or K+�����+ or K+���0 where the �0 was

not reconstructed.

After a brief description of the DELPHI detector, the criteria for selecting hadronic
Z0 events and for identifying leptons and kaons are explained in section 2. The vertex
reconstructions and selections made for the di�erent D decay modes are detailed in sec-
tion 3. The B meson lifetime measurement is described in section 4 for each individual
D`+ channel and an average lifetime of B+ and B0 mesons is presented. Finally, taking
into account the dilution due to B decays into D

��
`+� , the charged and neutral B life-

times are given in section 5 from the measured D
0
`+ and D��`+ events, respectively, and

the lifetime ratio is obtained.
yThroughout the paper the notation B0 refers uniquely to the B0

d
meson, and charge-conjugate states are implicitly

included.
zIn the following D(�) will mean D or D� and D(�)(�) will mean D, D� or D��, where D�� denotes any charm meson

orbitally excited state or nonresonant D(�)n� state.
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2 Experimental procedure and event selection

A description of the DELPHI apparatus can be found in reference [6]. Only the
components most relevant for this analysis are described here.

2.1 Tracking detectors and kaon identi�cation

The tracking of charged particles is accomplished in the barrel region with a set
of cylindrical tracking detectors whose axes are oriented along the 1.23 T magnetic �eld
and the direction of the beam. The microvertex detector (VD), the inner detector (ID),
the time projection chamber (TPC) and the outer detector (OD), measure the charged
particle tracks at polar angles � between 30� and 150�. Combining the information
from these detectors, a resolution �(p)=p of �5:0 % has been obtained for muons of
45 GeV/cmomentum. Hadrons are identi�ed using the speci�c ionization in the TPC and
the Cherenkov radiation in the barrel Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector (RICH) placed
between the TPC and the OD detectors. The tracking in the forward (11� < � < 33�) and
backward (147� < � < 169�) regions is assisted by two pairs of Forward drift Chambers
(FCA and FCB) in the end-caps.

The microvertex detector [7] is made of three concentric cylindrical shells of silicon-
strip detectors at radii of 6.3 cm, 9 cm and 11 cm covering the central region of the
DELPHI apparatus at polar angles between 27� and 153�. The shells surround the beam
pipe, a beryllium cylinder of inner radius 5.3 cm and wall thickness 1.45 mm. Each shell
consists of 24 modules with about 10% overlap in azimuth between the modules. Each
module holds 4 detectors with strips parallel to the beam direction. The silicon detectors
are 300 �m thick and have a strip pitch of 25 �m. The read-out strips (50 �m pitch) are
AC-coupled and give a 5 �m intrinsic precision on the coordinates of the charged particle
tracks transverse to the beam direction. After a careful procedure of relative alignment
of each single detector, an overall precision of 8 �m per point, in the plane perpendicular
to the beam, has been achieved.

The TPC, the main tracking device, is a cylinder of 30 cm inner radius, 122 cm
outer radius and length 2.7 m. For polar angles between 39� and 141� it provides up to
16 space points along the charged particle trajectory. The energy loss (dE=dx) for each
charged particle is measured by the 192 TPC sense wires as the mean of the smallest 80%
of the wire signals. Using Z0 ! �+�� events, the dE=dx precision has been measured
to be �5:5%. For particles in hadronic jets the precision is �7:5%, but for 25% of the
particles the dE=dx is not measured due to the presence of another charged particle within
the two-track resolution distance of the TPC in the direction parallel to the beam. The
mean dE=dx for a kaon with momentum above 3 GeV/c is about 1.6 standard deviations
below the mean dE=dx for a pion. In the following, a charged particle will be considered
identi�ed as a kaon if at least 30 TPC wires are used and if the measured dE=dx is more
than one standard deviation below the expected dE=dx for a pion.

The �ducial volume of the barrel RICH detector [8] covers the polar angular accep-
tance of 47� to 133�. This ring imaging Cherenkov detector consists of two volumes in
which the Cherenkov photons are produced, one �lled with liquid C6F14 freon and the
other with gaseous C5F12 freon. The 48 drift tubes containing a photo-sensitive agent
(TMAE) are used for the photon detection. The RICH counter separates kaons from
pions from 2.5 GeV/c up to about 20 GeV/c using the gas radiator. By adding the infor-
mation from the liquid radiator, kaon identi�cation is extended down to 1 GeV/c. The
probabilities for the mass assignments were computed using the measured Cherenkov an-
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gle and the number of detected photons. Kaon candidates were then selected on the basis
of the pion and kaon probabilities. The kaon selection was de�ned in order to achieve a
pion rejection factor x larger than 4. Identi�cation with the liquid and gas radiators was
possible for 20% and 60%, respectively, of the 1991-1993 data.

2.2 Calorimetry and lepton identi�cation

Electron identi�cation relies on the electromagnetic calorimeter in the barrel region
(High density Projection Chamber HPC), situated inside the superconducting solenoid
and covering polar angles between 43� and 137�. The detector has a thickness of 17.5 ra-
diation lengths and consists of 144 modules arranged in 6 rings along the beam axis. Each
module is divided into 9 drift layers separated by lead and provides three-dimensional
shower reconstruction. For electrons with 45.6 GeV/cmomentum, the relative energy res-
olution was found to be �5.5% with a spatial resolution along the beam axis of �2 mm

For electron identi�cation a �t was made to the longitudinal shower pro�le measured
in the 9 HPC layers. In addition the energy, position and direction measurements of the
shower in the HPC, together with the independent parameters from the track �t, were
used to determine an overall probability for a shower to originate from an electron. The
dE=dx measurement in the TPC was used in addition to distinguish between electrons
and hadrons. Photon conversions were discarded by rejecting all track pairs which formed
a secondary vertex and whose invariant mass was compatible with zero. Finally, electrons
were selected with momentumabove 3 GeV/c with an identi�cation e�ciency of (77�5)%
for electrons within jets. The misidenti�cation probability was less than 1.6%.

The muon identi�cation relies mainly on the muon chambers, a set of drift chambers
with three-dimensional information situated at the periphery of DELPHI after approxi-
mately 1 m of iron. In the Barrel part of the detector (51� < � < 129�) there are three
layers each including two active planes of chambers. One set of chambers is located 20 cm
before the end of the hadronic calorimeter [6], two further sets of chambers being outside.
The two external layers overlap in azimuth to avoid dead spaces. Near 90� to the beam,
there are 7.5 absorption lengths between the interaction point and the last muon detector.
In the Forward part, two layers consist each of two planes of drift chambers with anode
wires crossed at right angles.

Muon candidates with momentum above 3 GeV/c were selected by extrapolating
charged particle tracks through the calorimeters and performing a �2 �t to the positions
of hits in the muon chambers. Track measurement errors, multiple scattering errors and
chamber resolutions were included. Within the geometrical and kinematical acceptance,
an identi�cation e�ciency of (91�4)% was estimated using Z0 ! �+��, �� ! ��X and
 ! �+�� events. The misidenti�cation probability was estimated to be (1:1� 0:1)%.

2.3 Event selection and simulation

Only charged particles were used in this analysis, with the following selection cri-
teria: the momentum had to be between 0.4 GeV/c and 50 GeV/c, the relative error on
momentum measurement less than 100%, the track length in the TPC had to be larger
than 30 cm, the projection of their impact parameter relative to the interaction point
had to be below 4 cm in the plane transverse to the beam direction and the distance to
the interaction point along the beam direction below 10 cm.

xThe rejection factor is de�ned as the ratio of the probability for a real kaon to be correctly identi�ed as a kaon to the
probability for a real pion to be wrongly identi�ed as a kaon.
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Hadronic events were selected by requiring �ve or more charged particles and a
total energy in charged particles larger than 12% of the collision energy, assuming all
charged particles to be pions. A total of 1.7 million hadronic events was obtained from
the 1991-1993 data.

Simulated hadronic events have been generated using the JETSET 7.3 Parton
Shower program [9]. The B meson mean lifetime used was set to 1.6 ps. The gener-
ated events were followed through the detailed detector simulation DELSIM [10] which
included simulation of secondary interactions and digitization of all electronic signals.
The simulated data were then processed through the same analysis chain as the real
data. The hadronic event selection e�ciency was thus estimated to be (95.0�0.5)%. A
total of 5.2 million simulated Z0 hadronic decays was used.

Charged particles were clustered into jets using LUCLUS algorithm with default
parameters [9]. For the jet containing the lepton candidate, the jet axis was de�ned as
the sum of the momenta of all charged particles belonging to this jet not including the
lepton. Then the transverse momentum, pT , of the lepton with respect to this jet axis
was required to be larger than 1 GeV/c.

3 Charmed meson reconstruction

The analysis of charmed mesons was based on the separation between primary and
secondary vertices and on kaon identi�cation.

3.1 Vertex selections

The primary interaction vertex was computed in space for each event using an
iterative procedure based on the �2 of the �t. The average transverse position of the
interaction point, known for each �ll, was included as a constraint during the primary
vertex �t. The average widths of the beam overlap region, transverse to the beam axis,
were taken to be 140 �m in the horizontal and 60 �m in the vertical directions (the
latter is larger than the real beam dispersion in order to apply a looser constraint on
the primary vertex �t). The overall �2 divided by the number of charged particles used
in the �t had to be less than 5. To achieve this, the charged particle with the largest
�2 contribution was discarded and a new primary vertex was computed. This procedure
removed 30% of charged particles on average and provided primary vertex information
for about 99% of events. For the remaining events, the primary vertex was computed
using a selection of charged particles based on their impact parameters (de�ned in the
plane transverse to the beam axis). The interaction vertex of Z0 ! bb events was thus
evaluated with a transverse resolution of about 70 �m in the horizontal and 30 �m in the
vertical directions. Along the beam axis the resolution was about 500 �m.

Only charged particles produced in the same jet as the lepton were considered for
the reconstruction of charmed mesons. The kaon candidate in D decay was required to
have the same charge as the identi�ed lepton.

Only particle tracks with at least one hit in the microvertex detector were used for

the D
0
reconstruction. A K+�� or K+�����+ combination was selected to compute a

secondary vertex in space and the momentum vector of each particle was taken from this
geometrical secondary vertex �t. The momentum of each particle had to be larger than

1 GeV/c. In the particular case of D
0
! K3� decays, the minimummomentum required

for pions was lowered to 0.2 GeV/c. In order to de�ne more precisely the secondary
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vertex for K3� candidates, the impact parameter of each of these particles relative to the

secondary vertex was required to be smaller than 100 �m for D
0
`+ events and 300 �m

for D��`+ events.
Using a lepton candidate with at least one hit in the microvertex detector, a D

0
-

lepton vertex was then �tted in space, and the lepton momentum vector taken at this
new vertex. The precision of this secondary vertex was found to be about �300 �m
transverse to the beam direction.

All other charged particles with momentum between 0.4 GeV/c and 4.5 GeV/c and

charge opposite to that of the lepton were used as pion candidates for D��
! D

0
�� decay.

This momentum range allowed the selection of D�� in the energy range de�ned in sec-
tion 3.2. In order to reduce some backgrounds, without a�ecting the B lifetime measure-
ment, the impact parameter of this pion relative to the primary interaction vertex was
required to be less than 3.0 mm. The momentum vector of the pion candidate was taken

at the previously de�ned D
0
-lepton vertex. Then the selection of D��`+X events relied

on the small mass di�erence between the D�� and the decaying D
0
. The mass di�erence

�M = M(K��)�M(K�) was computed in case of a D
0
! K+�� or K+��(�0) decay,

and �M =M(K3��)�M(K3�) in case of a D
0
! K+�����+ decay.

3.2 D`
+
selections

The D
0
or D�� meson was selected if its energy fraction XE(D) = E(D)=Ebeam was

larger than 0.15. In order to allow a reliable B momentum estimate, the D`+ invariant
mass was required to be between 2.80 GeV/c2 and 5.28 GeV/c2 in the K� or K3� modes,

and between 2.80 GeV/c2 and 5.14 GeV/c2 for the D��
! D

0
�� with D

0
! K+��(�0)

decay channel. In case of D�� production where only the �nal state D(�) was reconstructed,
the D

�
`+ mass was lower than for a direct D(�) production. The mass selection thus

contributes to a reduction in the dilution due to D�� production (see section 5).

For the D
0
`+X samples using D

0
! K+�� and D

0
! K+�����+ channels, the

background was decreased by requiring the relative decay length �L=� to be above 1
or 3, respectively. Here �L is de�ned as the signed distance between the primary and

secondary D
0
vertices in the plane transverse to the beam axis. This distance is given

the same sign as the scalar product of the D
0
momentum with the vector joining the

primary to the secondary vertices. Using the microvertex detector, the resolution � on
this transverse decay length is 250 �m on average.

To reduce the combinatorial background in the D��`+ and D
0
`+ samples further

using the D
0
! K+�� or K+��(�0) decay channels, the angle �� between the D

0
ight

direction and the kaon direction in the D
0
rest frame was required to satisfy the condition

cos �� > �0:9. For genuine D
0
! K+�� candidates an isotropic distribution in cos �� is

expected whereas the background is strongly peaked in the backward direction.
Finally, kaon identi�cation was required by using the dE=dx or the RICH (see

section 2.1). This criterion depended on the measured XE(D) and lepton pT and on
the D decay channel considered in order to reduce the background while preserving a
reasonable number of D`+ candidates : it is summarized in tables 1 and 2 together with
the other selections used.

The D0 and B proper times were measured as explained in section 4. The D0

proper time was required to be larger than -2 ps and the B proper time to lie between -2
and +10 ps.
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D
0
! K+�� D

0
! K+�����+

cos �� > �0:9 |

impact parameter | < 100 �m
�L=� of D0 > 1 > 3

0:15 < XE < 0:35 K identi�cation and pT > 1:5 GeV/c
0:35 < XE < 1 K ident. or pT > 1:5 GeV/c K identi�cation

K� or K3� mass range mD0 � 50 MeV=c2 mD0 � 30 MeV=c2

mass di�erence range j�mj > 2 MeV=c2 j�mj > 2 MeV=c2

signal D
0
`+ events 215 � 20 162 � 19

fraction signal/total 0:65 � 0:03 0:57 � 0:04

Table 1: Selection criteria and number of events for the D
0
`+ samples (�m stands for

the (M(Kn��)�M(Kn�)�mD�++mD0) mass di�erence, where n = 1 or 3 according to

the D
0
decay channel; pT is the transverse momentum of the lepton with respect to the

jet axis).

D
0
! K+�� D

0
! K+��(�0) D

0
! K+�����+

cos �� > �0:9 > �0:9 |
impact parameter | | < 300 �m
0:15 < XE < 1 K identi�cation or pT > 1:5 GeV/c

K� or K3� mass range mD0 � 50 MeV=c2 1550{1700 MeV=c2 mD0 � 30 MeV=c2

mass di�erence range j�mj < 2 MeV=c2 �M < 152 MeV=c2 j�mj < 1:5 MeV=c2

signal D��`+ events 96 � 11 92 � 13 121 � 14
fraction signal/total 0:92 � 0:03 0:78 � 0:04 0:69 � 0:04

Table 2: Selection criteria and number of events for the D��`+ samples with

D��
! D

0
�� decay (�m and pT are de�ned in table 1 caption).

3.3 Observed charm signal

The invariant K� and K3� mass distributions are presented in �gures 1a) and b).
Combinations with a mass di�erence value �M within 2 MeV=c2 of the nominal
(D�+

�D0) mass di�erence are removed. Similar distributions are shown in �gure 1c)
where the �M value is less than 152 MeV=c2 and in �gure 1d) where �M is within
1.5 MeV=c2 of the nominal (D�+

�D0) mass di�erence. A clear signal corresponding
to the D0 mass is observed in each distribution when the kaon candidate and the lep-
ton have the same charge (data points). In �gures 1a) and c) the contribution of the

D
0
! K+��(�0) decay (where the �0 is not reconstructed) appears as a shoulder below

1.7 GeV=c2.
No signi�cant enhancement is observed for the corresponding wrong sign K+`�X

events (hatched histograms), indicating a negligible contribution of cc events. These

signals in �gures 1a) and b) are interpreted as B! D
0
`+X events and those of �gures 1c)

and d) as B! D��`+X events.
The K� mass distributions of �gures 1a) and c) were �tted by using the following

contributions : an exponential function for the combinatorial background, a Gaussian
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function for the D
0
! K+�� events and a parameterization from the simulation of the

D
0
! K+��(�0) contribution below the D0 mass value. The K3� mass distributions of

�gures 1b) and d) were �tted by using a second order polynomial for the combinatorial

background and a Gaussian function for the D
0
! K+�����+ events.

The �tted mean values of the Gaussian functions are 1866 � 3 MeV=c2 and

1863 � 2 MeV=c2 for the D
0
! K+�� or K+�����+ decay modes, in good agreement

with the nominal D0 mass [3], and the experimental resolutions are 26 � 3 MeV=c2 and
14 � 2 MeV=c2, respectively.

For D��`+X events with D�� decaying into D
0
�� followed by D

0
! K+�� or

K+��(�0) , the mass di�erence distribution gives a better estimate of the number of
D��`+X candidates than the K� mass distribution where the K�(�0) parameterization

has to be taken into account. This is not the case for D
0
decays into K+�����+, because

the kaon mass assignment can be permuted with a pion mass without greatly a�ecting
the mass di�erence value. In the K3� mode, the number of D��`+X events is evaluated
using the invariant mass distribution of �gure 1d).

The mass di�erence distributions M(K+����) �M(K+��) are presented in �g-
ures 2a) and b) where the K+�� invariant mass is required to be within 50 MeV=c2 of
the nominal D0 mass in a), and between 1550 MeV=c2 and 1700 MeV=c2 in b). The
data points and the hatched histograms represent the same charge and opposite charge
K-lepton correlations in the same jet, respectively. The background is described by the
function �(�M �m�)

� where � and � are free parameters. In a) the D��
! (K+��)��

signal is described by a Gaussian function with free normalization, mean value and
width. The obtained mean value (145:3 � 0:1 MeV=c2) is compatible with the expected
(D�+

�D0) mass di�erence value and the resolution is 0:9 � 0:1 MeV=c2. In b) the
D��

! (K+��(�0))�� signal is �tted using two half-Gaussian functions with �xed pa-
rameters (according to the simulation), but free normalization. The two functions had a
common central value but di�erent widths on each side.

3.4 Final selection

In summary, the particle combination was considered as a D
0
`+ candidate if

the mass di�erence �M , for all possible D
0
��`+ combinations, di�ered by more than

2 MeV/c2 from the nominal (D�+
�D0) mass di�erence. For D

0
! K+�� (or D

0
!

K+�����+) decay modes, the K� (or K3�) invariant mass was required to be within
�50 MeV/c2 (or �30 MeV/c2) of the nominal D0 mass.

The same criteria were used for D��`+ candidates, except that the mass di�erence
had to lie within 2 MeV/c2 of the nominal (D�+

�D0) mass di�erence in case of a

D
0
! K+�� decay and within 1.5 MeV/c2 in case of a D

0
! K+�����+ decay. For D

0
!

K+��(�0) decay, the K+�� invariant mass was required to be between 1550 MeV/c2 and
1700 MeV/c2 and the mass di�erence to be less than 152 MeV=c2.

Using these selections, the �tted numbers of D
0
`+X and D��`+X events are pre-

sented in tables 1 and 2, together with the observed signal fractions. An overall number

of 377� 28 D
0
`+ and 309� 22 D��`+ candidates are available for the B+ and B0 lifetime

measurements.
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4 Average B lifetime using D
0
`
+ and D��`+ samples

The D
0
`+ and D��`+ samples are dominated by B+ and B0 decays, respectively

(see section 1). In this section the measurement of the B lifetime is described in these
D`+ samples separately and an average lifetime is obtained for B+ and B0 mesons. In
the next section the B+ and B0 lifetimes will be evaluated individually.

The B meson mean lifetime was determined from maximum likelihood �ts to the B
proper time distributions of the D

0
`+ and D��`+ samples. For each event the B proper

time was computed as :

t(B) = mB � L(B)=p(B) (2)

where L(B) is the signed decay length in space and p(B) is the momentum of the B
meson.

The B momentum was evaluated from the measured momentum pD` and invariant

mass MD` of the D`
+ pair. A speci�c sample of B ! D

0
`+�X decays (which included

D
�
and D

��
transitions) was simulated, corresponding to more than 10 times the amount

of data events. After applying the same selection criteria as for the real D`+ data, the
simulated sample was divided into 7 intervals of pD` between 10 GeV/c and 45 GeV/c.
In each interval the B momentum was estimated as :

p(B) = mB �
pD`

MD`

� f(pD`;MD`) (3)

where, for each pD` bin, f(pD`;MD`) is represented as a third order polynomial in MD`.
The function was between 0.6 and 1.2 for all values of pD` andMD` used in the analysis. As
explained in section 3.2, the invariant mass D`+ was required to be between 2.80 GeV/c2

and the B mass value. For D��
! (K+��(�0))�� candidates, the parameters of the

function f(pD`;MD`) were appropriately tuned and the upper limit on MD` was reduced
to 5.14 GeV=c2.

According to the simulation, the overall resolution on p(B) was �12%, but its value
varied from �20% at low D`+ momentum to �5% in the high momentum region. Fig-
ure 3 presents, both for the data (dots) and the simulation (histogram), the estimated B
momentum after background subtraction, but without acceptance and selection e�ciency
correction. These distributions are consistent with each other.

As the information from the microvertex detector was only available in the plane
transverse to the beam axis, the coordinates of the primary and secondary vertices were
taken in this transverse plane. The signed decay length of the B meson, LT (B), was

measured in this plane as the distance from the primary vertex to the D
0
`+ vertex. This

distance was given the same sign as the scalar product of the D`+ momentum with the
vector joining the primary to the secondary vertices in the transverse plane. Considering
the polar angle, �D`, of the measured D`+ momentum as a reliable estimate of the B
direction, the B decay length was �nally computed in space :

L(B) = LT (B)= sin �D` : (4)

Similarly the D
0
decay length was computed from the measured D

0
`+ and D

0
vertices.

The overall resolutions were found to be �14% of the average B decay length in space

and �54% of the average D
0
decay length.

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed B proper time as a function of its generated value
in the simulation. No signi�cant bias was observed.
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The proper time distribution of the combinatorial background below the D meson
signals was evaluated by selecting some event samples in the neighbourhood of the D
mass, as displayed in table 3. These background samples were chosen in order to have
kinematical conditions close to those of the selected D`+ samples. According to the
simulation their avour composition was a good approximation to the real background
below the signal of B! D`+� decays.

Background

D channel sample M(K(n)�)) range �M range nb. of
(MeV=c2) (MeV=c2) events

D
0
! K� (K+��)`� mD0 � 50 j�mj > 2 167

D
0
! K3� (K+�����+)`� mD0 � 30 j�mj > 2

(K+�����+)`+ 1760 � 1810; 1910 � 1950 j�mj > 2 270
D��

! (K�)� (K+��)��`� mD0 � 135 < 160 54

D��
! (K�(�0))� (K+��)��`� 1550 � 1700 160 � 200 151

D��
! (K3�)� (K+�����+)��`� mD0 � 30 j�mj < 3

(K+�����+)��`+ 1760 � 1810; 1910 � 1950 j�mj < 1:5 107

Table 3: Selected right sign or wrong sign background samples for the B lifetime deter-
mination (�m is de�ned in table 1 caption).

An event-by-event maximum likelihood �t was performed on the proper time dis-
tribution of each D`+ sample. The �tting function used two contributions :

� an exponential function convoluted with the experimental resolution, �t(B), on the B

decay length and, in case of the D
0
`+ sample where a �L=� selection was applied,

an acceptance correction estimated from the simulation;
� a function describing the proper time distribution of the background sample. The
parameters of this function were �xed according to the �tted proper time distribution
of the background sample.

The normalization factors of these two functions were �xed according to the ob-
served signal fraction (see tables 1 and 2).

In a previous publication [5], the proper time distribution of the background sample
was directly used in the likelihood �t. This method gives the same results as those
presented in the following.

The �t was performed on all events with a proper time between �2 and +10 ps.
The results are presented in �gure 5a-e) and summarized in table 4 for each D`+ channel.

As a cross-check of the lifetimemeasurement method and of the analysis procedure,

the decay length between the measured D
0
-lepton vertex and the measured D

0
vertex

was used to �t the D0 lifetime (�gure 5f). Here the proper time interval was between �2
and +4 ps. The value found was :

� (D0) = 0:443+0:021�0:020 (stat:) ps

in agreement with the world average value 0.415�0.004 ps [3].

The B lifetime has been �tted in D
0
`+X and D��`+X samples, giving :

� (B) = 1:61+0:11�0:10 (stat:) � 0:09 (syst:) ps where B! D
0
`+X

� (B) = 1:61+0:11�0:10 (stat:) � 0:06 (syst:) ps where B! D��`+X
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Figure B decay D decay B lifetime (ps)

5b) D
0
`+X D

0
! K� 1:60+0:15�0:14 (stat.)

5d) D
0
`+X D

0
! K3� 1:65+0:18�0:15 (stat.)

5a) D��`+X D��
! (K�)� 1:66+0:21�0:18 (stat.)

5e) D��`+X D��
! (K�(�0))� 1:55+0:20�0:17 (stat.)

5c) D��`+X D��
! (K3�)� 1:62+0:19�0:16 (stat.)

D
0
`+X all D

0
1:61+0:11�0:10 (stat.)

D��`+X all D�� 1:61+0:11�0:10 (stat.)

6) D`+X all D
0
and D�� 1:61+0:08�0:07 (stat.)

Table 4: B lifetime measurements for the selected B! D`+X decays.

Both K� and K3� modes of the D
0
`+ sample were used in a combined �t and similarly

K�, K�(�0) and K3� modes for the D��`+ sample.
The full sample can also be used to determine an average lifetime of B+ and

B0 mesons (�gure 6) :

� (B) = 1:61+0:08�0:07 (stat:)� 0:05 (syst:) ps:

The di�erent contributions to the systematic uncertainty are summarized in table 5.

� (B) with � (B) with average

Source of error D
0
`+X D��`+X � (B) � (B+) � (B0)

� (B+)

� (B0)

Background estimate �5.1 �3.3 �2.8 �7.1 �4.3 �9.7
p(B) estimate �1.0 �1.0 �1.0 �1.0 �1.0 |

Fit procedure �1.2 �1.8 �1.0 �1.8 �2.3 �3.5
�L=� selection of D0

�1.0 | �0.7 �1.4 �0.2 �1.6
Error estimate on �t(B) �0.9 �0.7 �0.8 �0.9 �0.7 |

Total �5.5 �4.0 �3.3 �7.6 �5.0 �10.4

Table 5: Contributions (%) to the systematic uncertainty of the measured B lifetimes
and lifetime ratio.

The B lifetimewas measured on a simulated sample of hadronic Z0 decays, repeating
the same selections for the signal and for the background as in the data and following

the same �tting procedure. The �tted B lifetimes of both D
0
`+ and D��`+ samples,

1:56 � 0:05 ps and 1:67 � 0:06 ps respectively, were found compatible with the mean
generated value of 1.6 ps. The statistical error due to the background in these generated
samples was�3% which was used to estimate the error due to the choice of the background

samples. A further uncertainty of �4% was added in quadrature for the D
0
`+ sample in

order to describe the background parameterization of the real data. This was evaluated
by �tting for each D`+ sample separately both the overall proper time distribution and
those from the estimated background sample, letting free the parameters of the function
for the background. This additional uncertainty was �1% for the D��`+ sample where the
background fraction is lower. Varying the estimated signal fraction within its statistical
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error changed the �tted B+ and B0 lifetimes by �1%. The quadratic sum of these
systematic uncertainties is indicated in the �rst line of table 5.

An uncertainty of �1:0% on the B momentum due to the formula used in equa-
tion (3) was evaluated by comparing the estimated B average momentum in the data and

in the simulation after background subtraction for the D
0
`+ and D��`+ samples sepa-

rately. The uncertainty on the B momentum due to the D
��
contribution in B semilep-

tonic decays was estimated by varying this contribution by �40% in the simulation. The
resulting change on the B momentum was only �0:2%.

To investigate further systematic errors arising from the �t procedure and accep-

tance corrections, a speci�c sample of B! D
0
`+�X simulated events was used with the

same selections as the real data. The B lifetime value obtained was compatible with
the generated mean lifetime. An uncertainty of �1% to �2% was estimated to describe
the �t procedure, reecting the statistical precision of this generated sample. This error
describes the con�dence in the calculation of the distance between the primary and D`+

vertices and the choice of the proper time interval (between -2 and +10 ps). No signi�-
cant di�erence was observed in the data when varying the upper limit of the proper time
interval between +8 and +12 ps.

The uncertainty due to the acceptance correction was evaluated by varying by

�10% the value of the �L=� selection in the D
0
`+ samples. This variation reected

some residual di�erences observed between data and simulation for the �L=� and �

distributions.
The error on the B proper time measurement, �t(B), used in the likelihood function

depends only on the B decay length precision. As above, an uncertainty due to the
evaluation of this error was introduced by varying �t(B) by �10%. This changed the
measured B lifetime by less than �1%.

Part of the D`+ sample is produced by the decay B! D
0
DX, followed by a semilep-

tonic decay of the D daughter, or by D mesons associated with a fake lepton in cc events.
As a pT cut was applied, this contamination amounts to 1% of the events and the change
in the measured B lifetime was found negligible in the simulation. Similarly the decay

B! D
0
�+��X, where the electron or muon is issued from the � decay, amounts for 1%

of the events and does not signi�cantly a�ect the B lifetime measurement.

5 B+ and B0 lifetimes

Inside the D`+ samples the relative proportions of B+ and B0 mesons have to be
evaluated in order to determine the B+ and B0 lifetimes. A B+ meson can decay into

D
0
`+�, D

�0
`+� or D

��0
`+�. Similarly a B0 meson can decay into D(�)(�)�`+�.

The D
�0
decays into D

0
�nal state, but the D�� may decay into D

0
or D� according

to the branching ratio Br(D��
! D

0
��) = 0:681 � 0:016 [11]. From the simulation, the

probability to miss the pion from a D��
! D

0
�� decay is 0:18 � 0:02 when the D

0
is

reconstructed in the K� or K3� channels.
The D

��
states can decay into a D or D

�
�nal state. The convolution of the

D
��

amounts and branching ratios with the D�� reconstruction e�ciency induces dif-

ferent fractions of initial B+ and B0 decays in the D
0
`+X and D��`+X samples.

Only narrow P-wave states have been observed [3][12][13] and the overall
B ! D

��
`+� branching ratio has only been quoted in a single experiment [14]. This

branching ratio will thus be estimated assuming that B semileptonic decays are satu-
rated with D, D

�
and D

��
transitions.
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From the B0 branching ratios measured at the �(4S) energy [3] :

Br(B0
! X`+�) = (9:5� 1:6)%

Br(B0
! D�`+�) = (1:9� 0:5)%

Br(B0
! D��`+�) = (4:4� 0:4)% ;

the branching ratio Br(B0
! D���`+�) = (3:2 � 1:7)% is inferred. The fraction of

B0 semileptonic decays involving a D
��
is thus estimated to be 0:34�013. Assuming equal

partial widths for B+ and B0 semileptonic decays, then the B+ semileptonic branching
ratios are simply obtained from the relation :

Br(B+
! D

(�)(�)0
`+�) =

� (B+)

� (B0)
�Br(B0

! D(�)(�)�`+�) : (5)

However due to the lepton transverse momentum and D`+ invariant mass selections, the
probability to reconstruct a D`+ coming from a B ! D

��
`+� decay is lower than if the

primary charm meson was a D or a D
�
. The reduction factor is 0:77 � 0:04 according to

the simulation.
The average D�� branching ratio into D�� was taken to be 0:5 � 0:3, in agreement

with a recent measurement [12].

The relative amounts of B+ and B0 mesons inside the D
0
`+X and D��`+X samples

can then be inferred from these previous results, using the same hypothesis as in the
appendix of reference [5].

As in the previous section, an event-by-event maximum likelihood �t was performed
on the proper time distribution of all D`+ samples where the B+ and B0 mean lifetimes
were free parameters. The charged and neutral B meson lifetimes are found to be :

� (B+) = 1:61+0:16�0:16 (stat:) � 0:12 (syst:) ps

� (B0) = 1:61+0:14�0:13 (stat:) � 0:08 (syst:) ps

� (B+)=� (B0) = 1:00+0:17�0:15 (stat:) � 0:10 (syst:)

where the systematic uncertainties are detailed in table 5.

The proportion of B+ semileptonic decays in the D
0
`+X sample is 0:76 � 0:07 and

that of B0 in the D��`+X sample is 0:85 � 0:10 where the error reects the uncertainty
on the previous B, D

��
and D�� branching ratios and on the D

��
and D�� selection

e�ciencies. The magnitude of these diluting factors induces a larger statistical error for

the B+ and B0 lifetimes than for the lifetime of the individual D
0
`+ and D��`+ samples.

The uncertainty on these factors induces an additional systematic error in the B+ and
B0 lifetimes and lifetime ratio, which cancels when the lifetime ratio is close to unity.

6 Conclusion

A sample of 377 � 28 D
0
`+ and 309 � 22 D��`+ events was reconstructed using

DELPHI data collected in 1991-1993. The lepton was selected with a high transverse
momentum in the same jet and with the same charge as the kaon from D decay. These
events mainly originate from B+ and B0 semileptonic decays.

The B decay length was measured using the microvertex detector information and
the B momentum was estimated from the observed D`+ invariant mass and momentum.
An average lifetime is obtained for B+ and B0 mesons :

� (B) = 1:61+0:08�0:07 (stat:)� 0:05 (syst:) ps:
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Estimating the B0
! D���`+� branching ratio and the fraction of D�� decay into

D��, the lifetimes of charged and neutral B mesons are determined :

� (B+) = 1:61+0:16�0:16 (stat:) � 0:12 (syst:) ps

� (B0) = 1:61+0:14�0:13 (stat:) � 0:08 (syst:) ps

� (B+)=� (B0) = 1:00+0:17�0:15 (stat:) � 0:10 (syst:):

The B+ and B0 lifetimes are found equal within errors. This result is in agreement with
the naive spectator model and with a recent theoretical evaluation where corrections to
the spectator model are taken into account [2]. It also agrees with indirect measurements
at the �(4S) energy using the ratio of B0 and B+ semileptonic branching fractions [15]
and with published B lifetimes [5] [16].

These results replace those obtained from a previous DELPHI publication [5] which
was based on the 1991 data only.
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Figure 1: (a,c) K+�� and (b,d) K+�����+ invariant mass distributions from events

containing a lepton in the same jet. Events from D��
! D

0
�� decays are rejected in

(a,b) and selected in (c,d). The data points were obtained from events where the kaon
candidate and the associated lepton have the same charge. The hatched histograms
display the opposite charge kaon-lepton events where the same selections as for the same
charge events are applied, except in a) where kaon identi�cation is required. The curves
are the results of �ts described in the text.
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Figure 2: �M = M(K+����) � M(K+��) distributions for events where the kaon
candidate and the associated lepton in the same jet have the same charge (data points)
or opposite charge (hatched histograms). A selection on K� mass within 50 MeV=c2 of
the nominal D0 mass is applied in a), and between 1550 MeV=c2 and 1700 MeV=c2 in b).
The same selections are applied for the same and opposite charge events. The curves are
the results of �ts described in the text.
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Figure 3: Raw distribution of the estimated B momentum after background subtraction

in the data (dots) and in the simulation (histogram). All D
0
`+ and D��`+ samples using

K� and K3� modes have been used. Only the statistical error in the data is presented.
The simulation corresponds to three times more hadronic events than in the data.
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`+�X decays.
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distribution of all samples : signal plus background events (data points), estimated back-
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